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From a recent issue of Nature...
”Milestones in Scientific Computing”, from Nature (23 March 2006)

Among the milestones listed are:
• 1946 ”ENIAC, ... the first electronic digital computer”
• 1972 ”.. the first hand-held scientific calculator”
• 1989 ”Tim Berners-Lee ... develops the World Wide Web”
• ...
• 1969 Results of the first coupled ocean-atmosphere gen-

eral circulation model are published by Syukuro Manabe
and Kirk Bryan, paving the way for later climate simula-
tions that become a powerful tool in research on global
warming.

http://www.nature.com/nature/journal/v440/n7083/full/440399a.html
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GFDL models in IPCC AR4

• Model: CM2.0 and CM2.1 models:
2◦atmosphere, 1◦ocean.

• Speed: 6 years/day.
• Runlength: several thousand

years.
• Key results: attribution of regional

climate change.
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Current methodologies in climate research
• Future projections of climate are performed at many sites, and a key goal of current re-

search is to reduce the uncertainty of these projections by understanding the differences
in the output from different models. This comparative study of climate simulations (e.g
IPCC, ENSEMBLES, APE) across many models has spawned efforts to build uniform ac-
cess to output datasets from major climate models, as well as modeling frameworks that
will promote uniform access to the models themselves.

• As hardware and software complexity increase, we seek to encapsulate scalable data-
sharing layers within an infrastructure. Components of the physical climate system are
now also code components, with coupling embedded in a standardized superstructure.
This has led to the emergence of Earth system modeling frameworks, of which ESMF and
PRISM are leading examples.
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The IPCC AR4 archive at PCMDI
The IPCC data archive at PCMDI is a truly remarkable resource for the comparative study of
models. Since it came online in early 2005, it has been a resource for ∼300 scientific papers
aimed at providing consensus and uncertainty estimates of climate change, from ∼20 state-of-
the-art climate models worldwide.

This figure, from
Held and Soden
(2005), is a compos-
ite analysis across
the entire IPCC
archive.

Computational load at GFDL:
• 5500 model years run.
• Occupied half of available compute cycles at GFDL

for half a year (roughly equivalent to 1000 Altix pro-
cessors).

• 200 Tb internal archive; 40 Tb archived at GFDL data
portal; 4 Tb archived at PCMDI data portal.
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The routine use of Earth System models in

research and operations
Let’s declare that 2000-2010 (the “noughties”) is the decade of the coming-of-age of Earth sys-
tem models.

Operational forecasting model-based seasonal and inter-annual forecasts delivered to the
public;

Decision support models routinely run for decision support on climate policy by governments,
for energy strategy by industry and government, as input to pricing models by the insurance
industry, etc.

Fundamental research the use of models to develop a predictive understanding of the earth
system and to provide a sound underpinning for all applications above.

This requires a radical shift in the way we do modeling: from the current dependence on a
nucleus of very specialized researchers to make it a more accessible general purpose toolkit.
This requires an infrastructure for moving the building, running and analysis of models
and model output data from the “heroic” mode to the routine mode.
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From heroic to routine in other fields
The polymerase chain reaction was awarded a No-
bel prize not long ago. Later, you could get a PhD for
developing PCR in different contexts. Now you order
online and receive samples through the mail...
Transgenic implants in different organisms are an-
other example... below, you see a service provided
by a lab at Princeton University which will develop and
store transgenic mice and other organisms.

What will the transition from heroic to routine look like in our field?
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Good engineering is inaudible
Stages in the development of a modeling experiment:

Conception posing of a scientific question; design of an experiment. An experiment may in-
volve multiple components, with expertise on each component distributed among research
teams and institutions. Many current experiments are based on reducing uncertainty by
comparative study of diverse models.

Composition Assembly, configuration, and linkage of components into a suitable model.

Orchestration Projection of a model onto available resources; optimization for complex com-
puting architectures; control and scheduling of model runs; archival of output data.

Appreciation Provision of easily ingested model output; analysis tools that “understand” to
some degree the meaning of data, and are able to diagnose relationships between output
from diverse models.

A current criticism is that the process for moving from “conception” to “appreciation” of an Earth
system model involves too many layers of audible engineering to be negotiated by the “audi-
ence”.

Routine instead of heroic use of Earth system models requires the engineering to dwindle into
the background.
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Hence FMS, PRISM and ESMF...
The development of modeling frameworks came in part from the realization that the engineering
involved in climate research was “too loud”.

FMS The GFDL Flexible Modeling System (1998). Motivated by the arrival of massively-parallel
computing. GFDL then maintained a stable of separate models for climate change re-
search; interannual predictability and ENSO studies; hurricane forecasting and cloud sys-
tem modeling. Now unified into a number of dynamical cores and physics options within a
single framework for running solo and coupled models on parallel hardware.

PRISM Program for Integrated Earth System Modeling (2001). Motivated by the emergence of
multi-model ensembles as a research avenue. The goal was a coupler layer with an easy
transition path for existing models.

ESMF Earth System Modeling Framework (2002). Motivated by a perception that lack of co-
ordination between major modeling centres was an obstacle to progress. The scope of
features provided by ESMF is similar to FMS, but on a much larger scale, encompassing
all the major modeling centres. An ultimate goal is “operational climate services”.
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FMS/ESMF Overview

Machine layer

Distributed fields and grids

Model layer

Coupler layer

FMS/ESMF Infrastructure

User code

FMS/ESMF Superstructure

? ?

• Infrastructure provides simple interface to parallel communication and I/O, captured in a
datatypes called fields and grids.

• FMS superstructure provides a “standard” coupled climate model architecture with implicit
coupling between atmosphere, land and ocean surface on independent grids, with an in-
termediate surface boundary layer component running on an exchange grid. Provides
serial and concurrent scheduling of components within a single executable. ESMF pro-
vides a more general superstructure where components exchange data through import
and export states mediated by couplers.
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Comparison of coupling models
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• In FMS and ESMF, after each independent component run segment, control is returned to
the coupler, which runs on the union of all PEs of its child components.

• PRISM uses a client-server model where all components execute concurrently, and the
coupler P processes their PRISM_Put and PRISM_Get requests. Configuration of the
coupler is through external files (SMIOC/SCC).
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Operational use of model frameworks
The next stage in the evolution of frameworks was the addition of a runtime environment.

• Source code maintenance.

• Model configuration, launching and regression testing encapsulated in XML descriptors;

• Relational database for archived model results;

• Standard and custom diagnostic suites;

The FMS Runtime Environment (FRE) describes all the steps for configuring and running a
model jobstream; archiving, postprocessing and analysis of model results.

fremake, frerun, frepp, frecheck, ...

The Regression Test Suite (RTS) is a set of tests that are run continuously on a set of FMS
models to maintain and verify code integrity.

FRE was successfully used at GFDL for the development of climate models targeted for IPCC
(CM2.0 and CM2.1) and management of GFDL’s IPCC data.
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The IPCC data pipeline at GFDL
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The process was time- and data-intensive, with multiple access episodes for the same datasets.
Clearly it would be ideal if FRE already produced compliant data.
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Current problems with CMOR-compliant data

• A principal difficulty is CMOR’s restricted view of
model grids: only simple latitude-longitude grids are
permitted. This is because the current crop of visual-
ization and analysis tools cannot easily translate data
among different grids. Shown at right, above, are the
tripolar grid (Murray 1996, Griffies et al 2004) used
by MOM4 for GFDL’s current IPCC model CM2; and
below, the cubed sphere (Rancic and Purser 1990)
planned for the Finite-Volume atmosphere dynamical
core for the next-generation GFDL models AM3 and
CM3. If there were a grid metadata standard, re-
gridding operations could potentially be applied by
the end-user using standard-compliant tools. A grid
metadata standard will be presented tomorrow.

• The model descriptions demanded by CMOR do not
contain enough information about the models, and
are added after the fact. If there were a model meta-
data standard such as NMM in force, comprehen-
sive model descriptions could be automatically pro-
duced. The end-user could better diagnose specific
differences between different models in an archive.
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Uniting runtime environments with data portals

Runtime environments contain all the necessary information for configuring and
running a model. Data portals contain catalogue information for describing the
contents of a dataset.

Convergence comes with the crucial insight that the descriptors used for com-
prehensively specifying a model configuration are needed for a scientifically use-
ful description of the model output data as well. Thus the same attributes may
be used to specify a model as well as the model output dataset: thus lead-
ing to a convergence of models and data.
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Standard-building 2006-2008
Physical fields: standard vocabulary for describing the relevant physical quantities (viz. CF

standard_name). Variables can contain gridded or point (station, drifter) data.

Geospatial information: location information: latitude, longitude, elevation. This set of stan-
dards unites a much larger community (mobile phones, GIS), in which our community has
begun to play a role through OGC. We can provide some useful extensions toward 3D and
4D data.

Grid structure: interrelations between grids, between points and grids. With this information
available, it is perhaps possible to perform regridding and subsampling of data by user
request, on the archive servers.

Model metadata: describing data source comprehensively, relatively easy for observations,
harder for models but can asymptote toward completeness starting from current PCMDI
standard. Two levels of model metadata: components and applications.
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Metadata hierarchy
Application metadata experiment, scenario,

institution, contact: currently covered by
CF/CMOR.

Component metadata physical descrip-
tion of component and its input and
configuration parameters. Currently
covered by CMOR, but as free-form text.

Coupler metadata inventory of export and
import fields, interpolation methods.
Currently covered by OASIS4 XML, not
exported to model output. Associated
with an XGrid: unstructured grid for frac-
tions and masks. May contain a physical
component (e.g surface boundary layer).

Application

Component ComponentCoupler

Grid GridXGrid

Field Field Field

Field Field Field

Grid metadata geospatial information somewhat covered by CF, but bundled with fields; draft proposal for struc-
tural metadata in the works, being negotiated within PRISM, ESMF and GO-ESSP communities, will be
proposed as a draft CF standard in 2006. To be presented tomorrow.

Field metadata covered by CF/CMOR standard variable name table. Many output fields do not (and should not)
have standard names. In general, all metadata categories should allow both standard and bespoke elements.

With a complete metadata hierarchy defined, one can envisage the convergence of modeling and data frameworks
into a single environment: a model curator.
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Convergence of model and data frameworks
As much emphasis must be placed on methodologies to facilitate scientific analysis of multi-
model ensembles on distributed data archives, as on the computational technology itself. We

Some current efforts:

ESC Earth System Curator, funded by NSF. Partners GFDL, NCAR, PCMDI, Georgia Tech. Will
be used to promote the existence of a model and grid metadata standard, and build a pro-
totype relational database housing these metadata. Will build tools for model configuration
and compatibility checking based on automatic harvesting of metadata from code.

MAPS Modeling, Analysis and Prediction System? funded by NASA, partners NASA/GSFC,
GFDL, MIT. Proposes to build a configuration layer for a subset of coupled models based
on PRISM config files, and conformant with grid and metadata standards. Will attempt to
promote a “standard coupling architecture” and develop a standard for exchange grids for
ESMF.

GO-ESSP and CF should be the medium of exchange for standard-building. CF is seeking
funding and WGCM backing to become a mandated activity. GO-ESSP is the ideal medium
for the actual technical work of standard-building.

IPCC, ENSEMBLES, ... PCMDI and other data centres should be core participants.

Model and data frameworks could converge into a single environment: a model curator. A
curator contains a catalogue of model output data holdings from an institution; or from a multi-
institution modeling camapign. A result from a query can be either a dataset or a model.
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Scenario 1: dynamically generated data catalogues

Already in use at PCMDI, DDC, GFDL Curator, elsewhere: metadata requires
extension.
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Scenario 2: statistical downscaling of climate

change projections

Hayhoe et al, PNAS, 2004: Emissions pathways, climate change, and impacts on Califor-
nia.

Uses daily data for “heat degree days” and other derived quantities. Requires data beyond that
provided by IPCC AR4 SOPs (1960-2000).
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Scenario 3: disease vectors in a changing climate

Koelle et al, Nature, 2005: Refractory periods and climate forcing in cholera dynamics.

Requires monthly forcing data, no feedback.
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Scenario 4: alternate energy sources

Keith et al, PNAS, 2005: The influence of large-scale wind power on global climate.

Feedback on atmospheric timescales: but does not require model to be retuned.
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Taking stock halfway through the noughties
• Earth system models are evolving into powerful tools for advancing our understanding, and

well on their way to being operational tools in support of policy and industrial strategy.

• The principal research path for consensus and uncertainty estimates of climate change
is the comparative study of models. PRISM and ESMF provide powerful substrates for
facilitating this study.

• The building of appropriate standards has been identified as a key element in uniting mod-
eling and data communities.

• This requires convergence and cross-fertilization between model and data frameworks: by
developing a clear understanding of the architecture of Earth system models, PRISM and
ESMF also point the way to a metadata hierarchy to be used in building curators. Curators
are a new element in software enabling the convergence of model and data frameworks.

• Leadership in standards lies with custodians of international multi-model data archives well
connected to data consumers, and will be embedded in the modeling frameworks.

• While building fully-featured systems, let’s not neglect the low end... see e.g TGICA Data
and Capacity Building Initiative for developing and transition economies (part of IPCC).
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